**Name/Title:** The Toy Titan

**Purpose of Event:** To enhance the locomotor skills of walking, running, hopping, jumping, galloping, and sliding.

**Prerequisites:** The student will be able to demonstrate the correct form for walking, running, galloping, and should have the ability to find their heart rate using the carotid artery.

**Suggested Grade Level:** K-2

**Materials Needed:**
- Timer
- 4-6 cones for the lap markers
- 1 wheeled trash barrel
- 3 to 4 baskets (laundry) full of various balls, rubber pigs/frogs/chickens, bowling pins, bean bags, tennis balls, etc.

**Description of Idea**

The activity will utilize the outside of the basketball court with cones marking the corner turns and the sides. An empty wheeled (easier) trash barrel, (which is really the city of Polka Dot Cheese!), will be surrounded by heavy-duty cones and is put on the end of the gym that's closest to the start line. This barrel is where the "toys" (whatever you have in your equipment room that's small enough to carry) will be dropped. Three baskets (laundry) full of “toys” are spread out about twelve feet away from the dropping barrel. These baskets should be about five to six feet apart from each other, so there isn’t a bottleneck created when kids first come in. The items are dropped into the barrel when they come around from finishing their lap. They continue to go around until the signal to stop is heard. After a time limit, (I use three to five minutes) I dump out the barrel and have the students count out how many items they have. I let the kids put them into groups of ten to make it easier, and also to incorporate math skills.

**The Toy Titan**

"You remember that we have been learning that by making our hearts beat faster when we are exercising, it will make our hearts stronger. That is a GREAT thing! Because I know all of you want to help your hearts get stronger, I have an adventure that will get your heart going, and will help children in the Land of Rainbow Mountains as well."

"In the city of Polkadot Cheese and the Land of Rainbow Mountains, the evil Toy Titan has stolen all of the toys from the children living there. They are very sad and need your help! Your mission? To secretly sneak fun toys in to the city of Polkadot Cheese! You will see your “secret” toy dropping spot, (empty wheel barrel) where all the toys are waiting for you to deliver!" After you make your delivery, grab another toy and be on your way!
"Your challenge? You have to be careful of the Toy Titan who flies from his cave from time to time. You'll never know when he is coming! He has a special radar in his horrible hideout that will go off if he sees you. If you perform the locomotor skills of walking, running, galloping, and sliding correctly, he will never see you dropping off toys on his radar. So, it is very important that you perform your locomotor skills exactly as how you were taught!"

"You will begin with a toy already in your hand. You will walk around the gym floor cones one time and drop your toy into the “secret” spot (empty trash barrel). After picking up another toy (only one toy at a time), you skip around the cones one time and drop your present into the “secret” spot. The third time around, you gallop around the cones. The fourth time, you slide around the cones." (Teacher changes the order of these) "We'll practice these skills a little bit before we start."

"Now, go get a toy and let’s get ready to help children in the city of Polkadot Cheese! Be careful!! If you are performing your movements incorrectly, the Toy Titan might show up!"

At the end of the activity, have students check their pulse (neck, chest, & wrist) and talk about the benefits of increasing your heart rate.

**Teaching Suggestions:**

You can have your regular warm ups before this activity and cool downs after. I use it during a 30 minute class period. You can change the length of time that works best for your class or age group. I've used it as a competitive motivator between classes (sections or grades) as well, and have given a free choice day to the class who retrieved the most "toys". Use your gym scoreboard so that they can see how much time they have left.

Classmates motivate each other to pick up their paces. They really like it! You have to be careful about what you put in the containers. Sometimes they will take too long to look for what they want to run with.

Make sure to discuss the importance of pacing with the children.

Submitted by Lee Clark who teaches at Elk Point-Jefferson CSD in Elk Point, SD. Thanks for contributing to PE Central! **Posted on PEC: 3/10/2020.**

Visit [S&S Discount](http://www.ssdiscount.com) for all your physical education equipment and supplies!